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Abstract 
Viva&, F., Modelling Jackson’s programming method, Science of Computer Programming 
20 (1993) 173-204. 
The aim of this paper is to present a modelling scheme for programming methods and 
to illustrate it on Jackson’s programming method. We first give a formal semantics to the 
objects of this method and we model the basic strategy of matching trees in order to build 
a program structure. In the next section we study how to support a formal development, its 
automatization, and the building of a formal specification within the scope of our model. 
Then an example is developed. The last section addresses alternative strategies uggested by 
the method in order to solve clash problems, where the basic strategy fails. Boundary and 
ordering clash situations are presented and their strategies are modelled. 
Keywords. Method; formal development; modelling; Jackson’s method; structure clashes; 
rational transduction. 
At the present time, computer science takes place in many different fields 
such as medical or spatial applications where the main problem is to produce 
reliable systems. A solution can be foreseen in formal methods where techniques 
are available to prove that a system satisfies a given specification. 
Such methods propose languages that allow the expression of specifications 
and proof methodologies, but they hardly ever propose practical strategies to 
help in building a system. 
On the other hand, existing methods are principally devoted to the solution 
of pragmatic problems by defining heuristics-maybe strategies-for building 
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informal but precise requirements and developing executable and efficient 
systems. 
So, modelling an industrial method has a twofold aim: 
( 1) adding semantics to handled objects to allow the proof of the develop- 
ment-and possibly its automatization, 
(2) formalizing the main heuristics for a better understanding of the de- 
velopment process and a reuse of development knowledge. 
This work deals with Jackson’s programming method [ 111 which is a pre- 
cisely defined, but not a formal method since the objects it handles do not 
have a formal semantics. 
1. Preliminaries 
As it is very difficult to capture the general concept of method, we intro- 
duce here a convenient definition to distinguish between classical and formal 
methods. We can deduce what it means to model a method in that context 
and rough out the modelling scheme on Jackson’s method. 
1.1. Methods and.formal methods 
Method. A method in information processing is at least an object-theory, 
notations or principles-which helps software development. Here we are only 
interested in those methods that contain: 
l notations allowing to express development steps, 
l some rules allowing to check the consistency of the results, 
l some heuristics helping to build up new steps, 
l an underlying strategy conducting the development. 
Most industrial methods follow this definition from classically structured 
methodologies-see for example the overview in [ 1 ]-to object-oriented ones 
such as HOOD [ 81. 
Notations and rules are generally precisely defined but heuristics and strate- 
gies are mainly explained on practical examples. 
Formal methods. Formal methods also follow the previous definition of 
method, but: 
l notations are replaced by formal languages allowing to compare and prove 
the consistency of the results, 
l some methods allow to prove that an implementation satisfies a previous 
specification, as VDM does [2], 
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l some methods are more constructive and give formal development oper- 
ations, which can be combined into specific strategies, as in Darlington’s 
transformation system [ 41. 
As we said in the introduction, few formal strategies are available and 
applicable to industrial problems. Thus modelling a non-formal method should 
give a first answer to these needs. 
1.2. A modeling scheme 
Comparing both definitions point by point, we can deduce a modelling 
scheme. 
l In order to transform a notation into a language we have to define its 
formal semantics. For that purpose a careful study of the meaning of its 
objects is necessary since we need to hold their intuitive signification. 
l Consistency rules have to be taken into account within the language: we 
have to express them as theorems and be able to prove them. 
l Development principles can be modelled in two ways: 
- by the definition of proof techniques and principles, 
- by the design of a collection of constructive operations whose composi- 
tion allows to build an implementation. 
l Heuristics have to be transposed into elementary operations and then into 
strategies allowing to handle these operations. 
l Then, the underlying strategy can be formally expressed. 
This scheme is close to the programme of Sintzoff in [ 181 which explains 
how to model a method, but is much less ambitious as, for instance, Hoare’s 
definition of a “complete theory of programming” [ 161 which includes a 
specification method reasoning about specifications and designs, the proof that 
programs meet their specification, and the improvement of these programs. 
We are mainly interested in building a formal method for designing and 
proving programs within our model of Jackson’s method. Principles for building 
specifications from requirements will only be outlined and mainly in order to 
widen the sketch of strategies we suggest. 
I. 3. Jackson 3 method 
We shall study the formalization of Jackson’s programming method [ 111. 
This method allows to build programs from the logical structure of their inputs 
and outputs. Basically, it requires to proceed in the following way: 
l first of all, describe precisely the (physical or logical) structure of program 
inputs and outputs by means of Jackson’s trees, 
l merge both structures in order to obtain the structure of the program (at 
this level, we get a tree named “structure diagram” or “structure text”), 
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by this time, build a list of elementary functions (called operations) 
allowing to compute all values of elementary outputs, 
assign a list of operations to every leaf of the structure text, 
add the boolean expressions used for selection and iteration and translate 
the structure text into the target language. 
Each difficulty appearing at a development stage will be solved by explicitly 
modifying the previous steps. If the problem comes from merging Jackson’s 
trees, the method distinguishes three situations-structure clash cases-for 
which specific heuristics are suggested. 
2. Model of the method 
Let us present the model step by step, beginning with the handled objects and 
the design principles. Within this framework, some strategies will be discussed 
in the next sections. 
2.1. Modelling Jackson 5 trees 
2.1.1. DeJinition 
Jackson’s tree. A tree is recursively defined with the following constructors: 
l a leaf representing atomic data: 
L--l data 
l the selection constructor: 
l the sequence constructor: 
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l the iteration constructor: 
It’s easy to see that each constructor has the same semantics as the regular 
expression’s constructors. But, if we represent a tree by a regular expression, we 
lose some information about the hierarchical structure of these trees, making 
it impossible to get back a tree from its model. Thus, the model will contain a 
hierarchy of regular expressions. Moreover, each node of the tree has a name. 
A relevant model uses triangular systems [ 7 1, which are systems of equations 
like in [ 31, where recursion is replaced by the iteration “*” symbol. 
Example. Let us work on Jackson’s example of meteorological statistics [ 121. 
It asks to build a simple sequential process which has one input stream 
recording the amount of rain falling every day and one output stream totalizing 
this amount every week. 
The input stream contains week records, Wrec, arranged in date order-with 
a discriminating symbol, W, and the number of the week in the year, Wno; 
these are followed by their associated day records, Drec-with a discriminating 
symbol, D, the number of the day in 
Damt. 
The output stream contains new 
order-with the number of the week 
of rain fallen in the week, W’amt. 
the week, Dno, and the amount of rain, 
week records, WWC’, arranged in date 
in the year, WHO, and the total amount 
Those structures can be represented by Jackson’s trees as: 
output 
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2.1.2. Model 
Let us first recall the definitions of rational languages and regular expressions. 
Rational language. Rational languages [9] on a finite alphabet X are parts of 
the free monoid X* (set of words on X). They are built as follows: 
0 Vlx E X, {x} is a rational language on X, 
l VR, T rational languages on X, R U T, R. T, and R* are rational languages 
on X; they contain respectively the union of words of R and T, the 
concatenation of words of R and T, and the repetition of words of R. 
Regular expression. Regular expressions are expressions representing ratio- 
nal languages. If R is a regular expression, we denote by C(R) its rational 
language: 
l V’x E X, x is a regular expression denoting C (x ) = {x}, 
l VR, T, regular expressions on X, R + T, R.T, and R* are regular expressions 
on X denoting respectively: 
C(R + T) = L(R) UC(T), 
C(R. T) = C(R) .C(T), 
C(R*) = (C(R))*. 
We can now build a hierarchy of regular expressions in order to model 
Jackson’s trees. 
Triangular system. A triangular system is a triple S = (a, Y, Iq) where 
9 (I: is a finite set of symbols (an alphabet); in what follows, the alphabet of 
a system S is denoted by as; 
’ Y = {Yl,. . . , yn} is a finite set of variables such that Q n Y = 8; 
0 Eq is a set of equations verifying: 
yj = ~,(crU Y,+i) Vi = l,...,n - 1, 
Yn = r,(a), 
where Y, = {yi, . . . , y,}, and ri (X) denotes a regular expression built with 
the symbols belonging to X. 
yl is called the root of the system and may also be denoted by root(S). 
Modelling trees. We can associate to each tree a triangular system S = 
(cr, Y,Eq), such that 
l (Y is the set of the leaves of the tree, 
l Y is the set of the internal nodes of the tree, 
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l each y E Y, we associate an equation in Eq as follows: 
y = tree1 + . . . + tree,, is associated to: 
- y = tree1 . . . . . tree, is associated to: 
- y = tree; is associated to: 
I 
LJ tree; 
Our system is a triangular system, meaning that it is possible-replacing the 
variables by their equivalent expressions-to give the expression of yt (the 
root) and of any other variable with just a regular expression on a. The 
languages denoted by a variable y within the system S will be denoted by LS (y). 
Example. The trees of our example are then modelled as follows: 
Input = Wbody* 
Wbody = Wrec . Dbody 
Irain : Wrec = w.wno 
Dbody = Drec* 
Drec = D.Dno.Damt 
0 raul : I Output = Wrec’* Wrec’ = Wno. Warn2 
Equivalence. Two such systems will be equivalent if their roots denote the 
same language, and if they have similar structures. 
Let S = ((Y, Y, Eq,) and 7 = (p, Z, &q& be two triangular systems. 
They will be equivalent, written S -_ 7, if and only if: 
(1) a=P, 
(2) vy E Y,3z E z: Ls(y) = CT(Z), 
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(3) Vz E z,3y E Y: &r(Z) = &(z). 
This equivalence is decidable as is the case for equivalence between languages 
[9]. It allows to change variables’ names, and to take into account obvi- 
ous properties of regular expression constructors-when they denote rational 
languages-such as commutativity of addition or neutrality of the empty word 
for concatenation. 
2.2. Modelling programs 
2.2.1. Jackson’s principle 
The method suggests to represent the structure of sequential programs by 
structured diagrams which are Jackson’s trees based on basic instructions 
operating on basic data. 
The principle for building a tree can be summarized by saying that every 
node of the input or output tree has to correspond to a node of the program 
tree with the same constructor. Basically, for each node in the input tree, we 
look for the corresponding one in the output tree using the following rules: 
l every element contained in the output node must be computed solely with 
the information contained in the input node, 
l the tree constructors are the same, 
l the sons have to match each other following the same order, 
l in case of iteration, the iteration bounds have to be the same. 
Some nodes in the program tree may not have any input or output. 
In our example, the program totalizing week amounts from day amounts has 
the following structure: 
Program 
Input -+ Output 
I I 
I 
I I 
Body* 
Body -+ Wrec’ 
1 D 1 / Dno ( IDamtl 
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When translated into a programming language, we have to add to the structure 
the details of each elementary operation, the conditions ending the loops, 
and the suitable initialization or ending instructions, such as initialization 
of a variable, Wavnt, before each calculation, or the opening and closing of 
streams. 
For instance, we can rewrite the previous tree into a Pascal-like syntax: 
Program 
WHILE (exists an input) DO 
Read Wrec : read IV; read Wno; write Wno; 
Compute Wamt : Wamt = 0; 
WHILE (exists a Drec) DO 
read D; read Dno; 
read Damt; Wamt = Wamt + Damt 
END WHILE; 
write Wamt 
END WHILE 
2.2.2. Jackson-Hughes construction 
Jackson’s guidelines to match an input tree to an output tree were first 
formalized by Hughes by means of equations expressing the output as a 
function of the input [IO]. Unfortunately, these equations were defining a 
morphism of monoids, claiming that: 
OutPut(II * 12) = Output . Output(I2). 
Clearly, morphisms are a tiny subclass of Jackson’s processes and this formal- 
ization does not cover the full range of Jackson’s modelling of trees. Thus, 
we base our formalization on Durieux’s [ 7 ] model-called Jackson-Hughes 
construction-which is based on rational transductions and is general enough 
to model the widest part of Jackson’s processes. 
Rational transduction. Let both X* and Y’ be free monoids. A rational trans- 
duction from X’ to Y” is an application from X* to the power set of Y*, 
P(Y*), whose graph is a rational part of X* x Y” [ 171. 
Then, the set of rational transductions is isomorphic to the set of rational 
parts of the product X” x Y*. Thus, rational transductions can be denoted by 
rational expressions in the same way as rational languages can be denoted by 
regular expressions. 
We can define two alphabetical morphisms on rational transductions, TCinput 
and rroutpul yielding respectively the input set and the union of output sets of 
the function. 
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Rational expression. Let exp be a rational expression on X* x Y *, denoting the 
rational part by C (exp), we define rational expressions recursively as follows: 
l Let Z and 0 be regular expressions of X* and Y*, then I --+ 0 is a rational 
expression denoting the transduction C(Z) x C(0); if Z and 0 are reduced 
to a single letter of X and Y, the expression is said to be elementary. 
l Let R and T be rational expressions, then R. T, R + T, and R* are rational 
expressions, denoting respectively: C(R. T) = C(R) .C(T), C(R + T) = 
C(R) UC(T),and C(R*) = C(R)*. 
If an expression is only based on elementary transductions-that is, it is a 
regular expression on X x Y-it is said to be a refined rational expression. 
Xinpul and noutput can be defined on rational expressions for x E X, y E Y, 
and R and T rational expressions of X* x Y*: 
Glput(X + Y) = x 
~ou1put (x +Y)=Y 
Vi = input,output: n,(R + T) = ni(R)un,(T) 
ni(R. T) = ni(R) .ni(T) 
n,(R*) = n,(R)* 
Development rules. Durieux [ 71 presents a more faithful formalization of 
Jackson’s tree matching called “Jackson-Hughes construction”. This construc- 
tion appears as a constructive proof of existence of a rational transduction of 
X’ x Y*, with projection on X* being the input and projection on Y” being 
the output. The justification rules are expressed as: 
71 : I1 --t 0, 72 : 12 + 02 
7, 
.72 
: I, 12 
--t 0, . 
02 
’ (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
meaning that if we know that 7, is a rational transduction with input It 
and output 01 (respectively 72, Z2, and Ol), then the corresponding composi- 
tion of transductions works for the corresponding composition of inputs and 
outputs. 
Jackson’s heuristic of construction is nothing but backward chaining using 
these rules. Thus, it can be simplified into a decomposition scheme expressed 
by the following rules: 
(11 + 12) - (01 + 02) 
(11 + 01) + (12 ----f 02)’ 
(4) 
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which means that, if we can write the input as I0 = I, + I2 and the output as 
0, = 0, + 02, then the corresponding program, PO : IO + 00, will be of the 
form PO = PI + P2, where Pl : I, + 0, and PI : 12 + 01. 
(I, .I,) * (01 '02) 
(z1--+01)~(~2-02)' 
(5) 
I; - 0; 
(11 + a)*’ 
(6) 
If IO and 00 are atomic data, we need to find an “elementary” instruction 
(or subprogram) that allows us to generate 0, from 10. 
If IO and 0, are composed data but do not match with any heading of these 
rules, then we can transform I0 into I, and 0, into O,, where I, is a regular 
expression denoting the same regular language as I, and 0, denotes the same 
regular language as 0,. Thus, II + 0, denotes the same rational transduction 
as IO --t 0,. 
Example. Let us develop our example step by step with this model. First we 
represent the input and the output by: 
Input = ((Iv. Wno). (D~Dno~~a~t)*)*, 
Output = ( Wno. Wamt)*. 
Then we transform step by step the correspondence Input + Output until we 
find a 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
refined rational expression. 
((W . Wno) . (Il. Dno. Damt)* + ( Wno. Wamt) )* applying the above 
rule (6); 
(((W Wno) -+ Wno) . ((Il. Dno . Damt)* + Wamt) )* applying rule 
(5); 
(((W. Wno) + (A. Wno)). (((D.Dno.Damt)* .A) -+ (2. Wamt)))*, 
transforming Wno into A. Wno, (D. Dno.Damf ) * into (D. DnoDamt ) * .A, 
and Wamt into 1. Wamt which are valid transformations; 
(((W -+,l).(Wno+ Wno)).(((D.Dno.Damt)* + A).(A -+ Wamt)))*, 
applying rule (5 ) twice; 
(((W-tA).(Wno+ Wno)).(((D.Dno.Damt)*+ (;i.il.A)*).(A+ 
Wamt) ) )*, transforming 1 into (1. A . /1) *; 
(((H’ +;l).(Wno+ Wno)).(((D.Dno.Damt)+ (l.l.l))*.(A- 
Wamt)))‘, applying rule (6); 
(((W tl).(Wno+ Wno))~((D+~~Dno+~~Damt+/2)*~(~-+ 
Wamt)))*, applying rule (5) twice. 
Even if the transformation in step (5) seems foreseeable as it makes the output 
become similar to the input, the transformations in step (3) are less easy to 
deduce from the context. They come from two hints underlying the example: 
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l the elementary transduction Wno -+ Wno is easily translatable in any 
computing language (A + Wrzo is not so easy); 
l Wuvnt is to be computed from the whole sequence of amounts Damt in a 
week. 
Moreover, the first step where rule (6) is applied is valid only because we 
know that both streams are sorted in date order. Though, nothing guides the 
development and checks if a transformation is valid or not. 
Thus, we develop a model which is closer to the original objects of the 
method and which allows us to take those informal rules into account and to 
distinguish between transformations that preserve structure of both input and 
output and those which suggest other kinds of solutions. 
2.2.3. Program structure 
Program structures are expressed with Jackson’s trees on instructions. Thus 
we model them with triangular systems on rational expressions. Let us call 
such systems rational systems and study their properties. 
Rational system. Let X and Y be two finite alphabets. A rational system 
between X and Y is a triangular system on an alphabet of elementary rational 
transductions in 
We can extend the projections z,nput and nOUtpuf to rational systems in the 
following way: Let 7 = (a, 2, Eq) be a rational system, then Zinpul(7) is a 
triangular system with alphabet: 
Glput(Q) = {x E xpy E Y u {A}, (x + y) E a}, 
and GW~ (7 1 is a triangular system with alphabet: 
%utpuf(U:) = {Y E Y13X E X U {A}, (X --) Y) E Cl>. 
Further 
ninpul(Z) = ~oulput(Z) = z. 
Projected equations are of the form: 
7 1 {Vi = l,fi : Zi = ri}, 
7C;nput(l) 1 {Vi = I,!? 1 Z, = Ti[X + nlnpu*(X)VX E (~I}, 
nourput(7) : {Vi = 1,n : zl = r,[x + ~c,,~~~~(x)VX E al}, 
where r [x c exp] denotes the replacement of the subexpression x by the value 
of the expression e,~p in the expression r. 
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Canonical representation. Let T be a structure diagram. Each elementary 
operation of T is supposed to have an elementary input and an elementary 
output (which may be empty), and can be represented by an elementary 
rational transduction. The alphabet of T will be the set of all such elementary 
rational transductions. The set of variables will consist of the names of the 
internal nodes of the tree, and the equations will be built as in triangular 
systems, being the expression of the internal nodes prefixing their sons. 
Example. The program of our example can be represented by 
= (Drec + 1)” (2 3 Wamt) 
2) = (D-1). (Dno-A). (Damt-+l) 
2.2.4. Development proof 
The method requires the program to be a synthesis of both input and output 
trees, following some underlying rules: 
l each elementary correspondence between two leaves of data trees must be 
an implementable operation, 
l control instructions also need to be implementable (boolean expressions 
must exist for each choice and each loop), 
l some other obvious requirements must be respected, such as writing the 
result of a complex calculation after the calculation itself, etc. 
For that purpose, we shall put in our specification the formalization of the 
input and output trees, the set of implementable operations (a set of elementary 
transductions), and other requirements that will be translated into a set of 
syntactic properties which the solution has to satisfy. 
Specification. Thus a formal specification will be defined as 
Spec = (2,13, A, P), 
where 
l Z and 0 are two triangular systems, 
l A is a set of elementary rational transductions with inputs belonging to 
((WI U {A}) and with outputs belonging to ((10 U {A}), 
0 P is a set of properties of equations of rational systems; if a property P 
of P is verified for each equation of a rational system 7, we shall write 
P(I), and lP(7) otherwise. 
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For instance, our example can be specified by two triangular systems Train 
and (?rain (see Example in Section 2.1.2), a set of computable elementary 
instructions, and at first sight no additional properties-some could be added 
later if the development fails to yield interesting results. 
SpeClain = (Train, or,,,, Arain, @, 
where 
Arain = {I+’ --t A; wno --) wno; 
D + 2; Dno + 1; Damt + /1;;1 ---f Wamt}. 
Satisfaction of a specification. The result of a development 
formalization of a structure text, a rational system. 
has to be the 
We say that a rational system 7 satisfies a specification Spec = (2,c3, A, P) 
if and only if: 
l or c A, 
l VP E P: P(I), 
l ~input(~) = E, 
l &xl*pul(~) = ‘s. 
We can check for instance that the input and output projections of P,,,, are 
equivalent to lrain and O,i, respectively, and that its basic instructions are 
allowed. 
Approximation. In the case where no solution is available, we may check only 
weaker conditions. 
ir approximates a specification Spec = (1, 0, A, P) if and only if: 
l ar c A, 
0 VP E P : P(I), 
l ~(7-&,,,,(7)) = C(l), 
l ~(7b,,,,(7)) = C(S). 
In this case, the program may run as wanted but its structure is no more a 
merging of the input and output trees, and therefore we lose the development 
knowledge we had saved. 
Development rules. The rules of the Jackson-Hughes construction work on 
rational expressions. Each rule is of the form 
I-O 
exp ’ 
it takes an expression, and yields a more refined one, with a few additional 
conditions: 
(1) ninput(~Ceip)) = C(I), 
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(2) 7hlput(~(exp)) = C(O), 
(3) C(e_xp) c C(I ---) 0). 
In the same way, if we replace an expression by an equivalent one, we may 
represent it as a rule s where: 
C(P) = C(Z), C(0’) = C(0). 
We can see that the three previous properties are still satisfied, and that 
we stay very close to the properties defining the satisfaction. Thus, we have a 
general principle validating elementary transformation rules. 
Moreover, a rule produces one or two subproblems: one for the equivalent 
transformation and star rules, and the other for the addition and sequence 
rules (see Section 2.2.2). Those problems are to be relined-or implemented 
-later. 
2.3. Formal development 
Now we have to apply our satisfaction principle to our sketch of formalization 
by giving constructive rules for the method. Let us build a constructive process 
by means of development operations applying a development rule to a problem 
in an intermediate state. 
2.3. I. Intermediate states 
Intermediate states are given by the current state of the construction. It 
seems necessary to put the elements of the specification and the list of current 
problems into intermediate states. Furthermore we have to save any interme- 
diate result; therefore, we shall add the already built rational system to the 
current state. 
Definition. An intermediate state is defined as C = (Spec, C, SI), where 
l Spec = (IT, 0, A, P) is the current specification, 
l C is the set of problems that are non-refined transductions, written (I ---f 
O), 
l SI is a rational system such that r~sz c A U C and C c ~YSI. 
Admissible state. We are only interested in the intermediate states of a devel- 
opment that end with a structure text satisfying the specification. Therefore, 
we have to check that the equations of the rational system under construction 
satisfy the conditions expressed in P. 
Let C = (Spec, C, XT) be an intermediate state and Spec = (2,0, A,‘P). C 
is admissible if and only if: 
VP E P : P(S7). 
2.3.2. Development operations 
Let R = ,$$ be a rule to be applied to pb,, let expo be the result, and spbo 
the set of subproblems in expo, we shall write: 
R(pbo) = expo, aexpO = spbo. 
J-H-C action. A J-H-C action applies a development rule to a problem in 
an intermediate state. 
Let C = (Spec,C, ST) be a state, pb E C be the current problem, and R a 
development rule applicable to pb, then: 
JHC(Rz-&C) = (%ec,C\{pb) UaR(pb),SIU {pb = RW)}). 
Initialization. As J-H-C actions work on intermediate states, we have to build 
a first intermediate state from a specification. 
Let Spec = (2, O, A, P) be a specification, then: 
initial(Spec) = (Spec, {root(I) + root(O)},0). 
Simplification. When an elementary problem is computable, we can remove 
it from the set of problems to be solved. 
Let Spec = (I, c3, A, P) be a specification, C = (Spec, C, SI) be a state, and 
pb E L: 
ifpbEA, 
then Simple(pb, C) = (Spec, L\{pb},Sl). 
2.3.3. Development process 
With these definitions, the development begins with a formal specification, 
on which development operations are successively applied. 
Definition. For a given specification, a development process can be defined 
as a list of operations with their current results. To be complete, it has to 
begin with an initialization and end with a state whose current rational system 
satisfies its specification. A development process for a specification S is a list 
of operation/resulting state pairs denoted by: 
(S): ((OI,Sl),...,(on,sn)). 
Every intermediate state, Si, i = 1,. . . , n - 1, is the result of applying the 
operation to the previous state: oi (si-r ) = Si (we suppose SO = S). 
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Property. We are only interested in development processes in which all the 
states are admissible. In this case, a structure text can be extracted from any 
state whose set of problems is empty. 
Let so = ((i&00,& PO), CO, Slo) be a state in a development process in 
which every state is admissible: 
S’& satisfies (Z&00, &PO) if and only if CO = 0. 
Each Jackson-Hughes action ensures that the input and the output of S7c 
are equivalent to respectively 20 and 00, and the simplification ensures that 
d!s70 c Ao. The properties of PO come from the admissibility of the states. 
3. Processing a formal development 
We have formally defined the objects handled by the method and modelled 
the basic development principles by means of elementary operations. We now 
have to implement these operations and deduce global strategies that allow us 
to build a formal solution satisfying the specification. 
Since manipulating formal states and operations is very heavy, a tool checking 
the process-as for instance DEVA [6]-or even building it seems necessary. 
Such a tool could also automatize some development tactics-respecting the 
method principles-and provide some basic strategies. 
On the other hand, we have defined an object-called a specilication- 
which has to be built at the beginning of the development. As we said before, 
this object is much smaller and less complex than for example an algebraic 
specification [ 141. Therefore, its construction will be rather simple, but requires 
more details, particularly concerning the set of properties. 
Thus, we shall first improve our model by explaining how to automatize 
the formal part of the development, then give some principles for building a 
specification, and conclude by developing an example. 
3.1. Automatization 
For an automatic development we need a tool that handles development 
states and actions, which is able to compute the result of any application of 
an action to a step, and which is able to choose at least one relevant action 
for any current step. 
Development ree. We can formally model the choice of an action. From any 
development state it is possible to build a development tree, where nodes rep- 
resent intermediate states and edges development operations. The development 
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process previously defined can be seen as a successful path from the root to a 
structure text. 
A first restriction on the tree is the consistency of the development. Since we 
want an admissible process we are not interested in developing non-admissible 
states. 
Therefore, we have to look, in the remaining tree, for a state in which the 
current structure text satisfies the specification. Thus, classical algorithms of 
tree exploration are applicable. In the following we shall only study explorations 
with depth-first-like algorithms. 
As we are able to characterize infinite parts of our development tree- 
which can only come from an infinite transformation of the same problem 
within equivalences-we shall build our exploration strategy by taking both 
the termination and heuristics of the method into account. 
Development actics. What we call tactics is a set of priorities between devel- 
opment operations. Our operations are functions working on states. Thus an 
action instantiated by a rule, R, is an operation, .JHC(R). The simplification 
is an operation with a precondition. 
It is possible then to define a tactic, 72, as a list of operations with precon- 
ditions and to define their application on a state 22’. 
Let 72 = ((pi,oi),..., (P~~,o~~)), where nR is the number of operations. 
Let Current be a function on intermediate states yielding a current problem. 
Then: 
‘4PP(R,C) = 
i:= 1; 
{find the first applicable action} 
WHILE (-pi(C)) & (i d n) DO 
i:= i+ 1 
END WHILE; 
{apply it}: 
IFi#n+lTHEN 
App(R,C) = o,(Current(Z),Z) 
ELSE App (72, C ) = “undefined” 
END IF 
The recursive application of such an App function yields a development 
process. Thus our tactics are directed by a set of available transformations 
and application conditions. We build them by taking into consideration the 
possibility of automatization or the target language (or target system) charac- 
teristics. 
For the first purpose, we need a tactic with easily computable preconditions 
and, if we want to apply it recursively, we must be sure that it always stops 
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(finding a solution or not). For the second, we need to know how the structure 
text will be translated and we must only produce program structures which are 
correctly (easily and completely) translatable. 
General algorithm for Jackson’s method. Tactics are to be built from the set of 
explanations given in the method. The main methodological guideline-which 
gives a first tactic-is the following one: 
Be guided by data structures. 
Thus, transformation within an equivalence should be applied as little as 
possible. This means for our tactics that we shall give priority to decomposition 
and simplification rules. Moreover, some transformations do not seem to 
be relevant. For example, applying distributivity of concatenation to union 
changes the data structure deeply. More precisely, we shall only transform one 
part of a problem to make it match with the other part. 
The following list of rules gives us a possible tactic for this plan: 
(1) First, try to use decomposition actions with: 
(11 12) + (01 9) 
R.: (1 1-0,)~(12*02)’ 
R+. (11 + 12) - (01 + 9) 
. (II-Q)+ (I2’q)’ 
R*. (I*) + (o*) 
. (Z+O)’ ’ 
and simplification. 
(2) If this is not possible, then try to apply only transformations that are 
guided by input structure to the output structure: 
(11 .12) - 0 
RoAr : (I, .12) i (0.3.)’ 
(I, .Z2) + 0 
RoAl : (I, Z2) - (i.0)’ 
RO,, : 
(I*)* f o* I’ * (O*)* z* --/z 
(I’)” -i (O*)*’ 
RO, : 
z**o* ) ROA, : l’. * .* 
RO, : 
(II + 12) - (01 + 02) (II + 12) 10 
(II + 12) - (02 + 01)’ R”++ : (11 + 12) + (0 + 0). 
(3) Otherwise, try to use symmetrical transformations, i.e., guided by output 
structure, to the input structure. 
Infinite loops are generally avoided, since transformations are made in order 
to be able to apply a decomposition at the next step. Otherwise they can be 
detected by checking that we never add an already solved subproblem or a 
subproblem we had already failed to solve. 
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3.1.1. Other tactics 
Some equivalences of [ 91 are not taken into account, because they change 
the hierarchy of the trees deeply. However, they may be useful, like (X. Y*)* = 
X (X + Y)** + A in the example of Section 4.1. We can build other tactics, 
to avoid boundary clashes, by adding such transformations to the set given in 
(2). We can also change the order of application of the rules or add more 
specific conditions. 
3.2. Building a formal specification 
Input and output structures are very close to Jackson’s trees and their con- 
struction is well discussed in [ 111. Conversely, the operation and forbidden 
problem lists reflect the semantics of the problem and thus need more expla- 
nation. 
Operation list. In [ 51, it is suggested to start by making a list of elementary 
outputs, and to give, for each output, a formula calculating it from elementary 
inputs. We can adapt this advice to our model to help us with database design 
method concepts, which make us describe functional dependencies between 
items. 
Let A be the set of operations, which is empty at the beginning of the 
process. During the process, we add elementary transductions to A, such as 
i --) o-which is denoted by A t (i + o)-and explain every time how to 
implement these transductions. 
Step 1. First of all, establish a list of elementary inputs ul and outputs ~0. 
Step 2. For every elementary output o E a0, write a formula: 
(a) if it is a direct input, then A + (o + o ), which is to be implemented 
as a read or a write instruction; 
(b) if it is a constant, then A t (il --i o), which is simply a write instruction; 
(c) if we have a formula S computing o from i,, . . . , i, (i, is the last data 
read), add a recording operation to every operation using any ik with 
A+(ik->.),k= l,...,n-l,andcodefwithA+(i,+o); 
(d) if o needs an accumulation of data (il . . . i, )* (e.g., we have to compute 
an addition of a list of integers), we add k cumulating operations 
A t (ik -, 1”) and a writing operation A + (2 + o), 
Step 3. Let input(A) be the list of all the elementary inputs appearing in 
any operation of A. Then, for any a E input(A)\nZ, if a is to be eliminated, 
add a + A, else go back to Step 2. 
Properties. Some properties have to be added. For instance, in Step 2(d) we 
must save the property that o always needs to follow ( il . . . i, ) *. Such properties 
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will be formalized with an example in Section 4.1 for the presentation of 
boundary clashes. 
3.3. Example 
Let us formally develop the example of meteorological statistics. It is specified 
by 
Input = Wbody* 
Wbody = Wrec . Dbody 
Ii-ain : Wrec = w.wno 
Dbody = D/-K* 
Drec = D . Dno Damt 
Qrain : 1 Output = PF’rec’* Wrec’ = Wrzo. Warnt 
We begin with an initialization: 
initial(Spec,,,) = & = (Specraln, {Input -+ OUtPllt), 0). 
Step 1. We have to replace named nodes by their signification in order to 
be able to apply the star rule: 
C, = JHC(R*, Input + Output, &) 
= (Specrarn, { u/body + U’rec’}, ST1 ), 
where 
~7~ = {Input + Output = (Wbody + Wrec’)*}. 
Step 2. Replacing again, we can apply the sequence rule: 
C2 = JHC(R., Wbody -+ Wrec’, Cl ) 
= (Specraln, { Wrec 3 Wno; Dbody + WFamt}, Sl, ), 
where 
~1~ = { wbo& - n’r_ec = ( Wrec + @‘no) (Dbody - Wamt) > 
u SII. 
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Step 3. We have to transform one problem here. Let us begin, for instance, 
with U’ . Wno + Wm. Jackson’s tactic asks to add an empty word on the right 
or on the left of WHO. We begin with the right-hand side giving: 
c; = JHC(RO*,, P~~l-ec + Wno, C2) 
= (SpeCrain, { W Wno + Wno A; Dbody -+ Warn t}, ST; ) : 
where 
s7; = { wwc - W’no = w . wno + Wm. A} u s7,. 
Step 4’. Then we continue by applying R., which gives: 
& xz JHC(R., W. Wno -+ Wflod,~;) 
= (SPGm { W + WHO; W~ZO + ;?; Dbody + Warnt}, S7,’ ): 
where 
S7,l = {W. U’noi Wno.2 = (n’+ Wno)~(Wno+~)}USI~. 
Step 5’. Unfortunately, neither H’ + Uizo nor Wno + /I are implementable 
(they are not elements of AAruin), or transformable into equivalent imple- 
mentable problems. Thus, we return to our last choice in Step 3. 
ROj,, being unsuitable, let us add an empty word on the left-hand side of 
the output, giving: 
C3 = JHC(ROij, Wrvc --f Wno, C2) 
= ( Speclarn, {U’ Wno + 1 . Wnzo; Dbody 3 Warnt}, S7,), 
where 
S13 = { W’rec i H’no = l.4’. ?+‘no + A Wno} U S72. 
Step 4. Then we continue by applying R.: 
Cq = JHC( R., W . R’no + L. U’no, E,) 
= (Specrain, {U’ + ,I; Wno -+ Wno; Dbody + Wamt}, S74 ), 
where 
S7, = { lfCr Wno i A.Wno= (Wi~)~(Wno-iWno)} 
u ST,. 
Step 5. LVr --f 3, is implementable since U’ + 3. E A,,,. Thus, we can simplify 
Cd to: 
25 = Simple( W -+ I., C, ) 
= (Specrain, {W’no + Wno; Dbody + U’awzt}, S’&). 
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Step 6. Wno --) Wno is implementable since Wno + Wno E Arain. Thus we 
can simplify C5 to: 
&j = Simple( Wno + Wno, C5 ) 
= (SpeCrajn, {DbOdy + WQmt},S&). 
Step 7. In order to continue, we need to apply a transformation allowing 
Wamt to be the result of a calculation executed reading elements of Dbody: 
R 
I* + 0 
result 1 I* 2 _ /1 . 0’ 
& = JHC(R,,I,, Dbody + Wamt, & ) 
= (Spec,i,,{(D.Dno.Damt)* .2 -lb. Wamt},SYT+), 
where 
ST, = {Dbody + Wamt = (D . Dno Damt)’ ‘1 -+ 1. Wamt} 
u ST& 
Step 8. Applying rule R., we obtain: 
Cs = JHC(R., (D Dno Damt)* . A + II. Wamt, ET) 
= (Specraln, {(D. Dno. Damt)* -i ,I;11 + Wamt},Ss), 
where 
S7s = { (D . Dno s Damt)* A + 1. Wamt = 
( (D Dno Damt)” -+ 1) . (A + Wamt)} U SIT. 
Transforming L step by step into (/1. /1. A) * by applying successively ROl,, 
R*, ROA,, ROA,, and R. extended with a decomposition in three and simple 
four times, we find Ccnd = (Specc,in, 0, Sl,,,,), where: 
/ 
s&n, = ( 
, 
Input ----t Output = (Body + Wrec’)* 
Wbody + Wrec’ = ( Wrec + Wno) (Dbody + Wamt) 
Wrec --f Wno = W. Wno i 1,. Wno 
w . ~~rlo -/I. wrzo= (W+A).(Wno+ Wno) 
Dbody- Wamt = (D.Dno.Damt)“.A-+/Z. Wamt 
(D Dno. Damt)* .A + ,I. Wamt = 
((D.Dno.Damt)* -;1).(2+ Wamt) 
(D.Dno.Damt)* -A = (D.Dno.Damt)* -2” 
(D Dno . Damt)’ -+ A* = ((D . Dno . Damt) + ;1)* 
(D.Dno.Damt) -+/l = (D.Dno.Damt) -L./z 
D. Dno Damt -/1./1 = (D.Dno.Damt) 3 (1./2.1) 
D,Dno,Damt+ii.;1.;i = 
(D ---) A). (Dno + A). (Damt + /i) 
Moreover, we can check that ST,,, satisfies SpeClain and that S&,d E Prain. 
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4. Structure clashes 
There are situations where-following the basic strategy-all possible tactics 
fail to find a rational system that satisfies the specification. The method 
identifies three particular cases for which specific strategies, with parallel 
decomposition, are suitable. The first two suggest to split the problem and 
look for programs which can be executed serially-one feeding an intermediate 
file which is consumed by the latter. 
We call such a decomposition a “series decomposition”. Let us first present 
the boundary clash with an example and give its main characteristics. Then 
we define the “series decomposition” and apply it to the boundary clash case. 
Finally, the ordering clash will be presented and its solution formalized with 
the same type of decomposition. 
4.1. Boundary clash 
A boundary clash appears when the bounds of corresponding nested loops 
do not match. 
Example. Let us modify our example of meteorological statistics: We now 
want a monthly report totalizing the amount of rain for every month in a year. 
The input stream is still arranged in weeks and the output is very close to 
CJrain given above: 
Input = Wbody” 
Wbody = Wrec Dbody 
Train : Wrec = w.wno 
Dbody = Drec* 
Drec = D . Dno . Damt 
R month 1 
Report = Mrec* 
Mrec = Mno Mamt 
Since there is not a whole number of weeks in a month, it seems necessary to 
reorganize the input in order to compute this total. 
Studying a specification for this problem, we find: 
l a set of elementary problems: the implementation is slightly different than 
the one given in Section 2.2.1, since we need to count the number of days 
in the month: 
A mOnth = {w + ii; Wno + 2; D + A; Dno 3 2; 
Damt + A;A 4 Mamt;;l --f Mno}; 
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l a warning: there are many more weeks than months in a year; we can 
express the warning by forbidding some intermediate problem: Wbody f, 
Mrec; 
l a calculation: as in the previous problem Mamt is to be computed from a 
sequence of Damt values after having read them. 
Formalization of properties. Interdictions and precedences can be easily for- 
malized in terms of conditions on the equations of a rational system. 
l Interdiction. If no forbidden problem appears in the set of elementary 
computable problems, then checking an interdiction for an equation means 
that its variable is not forbidden. Let us denote such a property by 
3.b. 
l Precedence. For a precedence between two data induced by a calculation, 
denoted by Preci,40Ul, we have to check that equations are of one of two 
forms: 
if a sequence 10 + 00 = (II + 01) (ZI + 02 1, then: 
either out 6 C (01) 
or in $ C(Z2), 
else (not a sequence) Z0 -+ 00 = exp0: 
either in E C(Zo) and out E C(q), 
or out $ C(O0). 
For our example, let Pm&, = {3Wbodyj+Mrec; PrecDaml+Mamtl. 
Approximation. Using complex transformations, a solution approximating the 
specification Spec,,,&, = (Train, Rmonlh, Amonth, Pmonfh) can be found: 
-@month : 
r Input + Report = 
1 (Wrec + A) . (( Wrec + Drec)** + Mrec*) + (A. + 2) 
(Wrec + Drec)** ---f Mrec* = 
( ( Wrec + Drec) * + Mrec) * 
(Wrec+Drec)*-+Mrec= 
((Wrec+ Drec)*-2). (/Z+Mno.Mamt) 
’ ( Wrec + Drec)* -A = (Wrec+ Drec+A)* 
Wrec + Drec + /I = Wrec + ;1 + Drec ---t A 
Wrec + 1 = ( W +A).(Wno+l) 
(Drec + A) = (D + A). (DUO + A.). (Damt --t A) 
I (2 + Mno. Mamt) = (A. + Mno) (A + Mamt) 
But no solution satisfies Specmonth since there are not as many instances of 
Mrec (twelve in a year) as there are of Dbody (fifty-two in a year). 
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JSP solution. The JSP method suggests to split the 
tary ones with an intermediate stream in which the 
problem into two elemen- 
bounds are removed: 
q-7--piI-R+~~iB 
In our example, Rlnonlh needs to contain the interesting elements of the input, 
that is, the day records Drec, but not the week records, Wrec: 
( 
Inter = IBody* 
R month : IBody = Drec* 
Drec = D Dno . Darnt 
Thus, the first program only removes irrelevant records, while the second 
one counts the days in the month and computes the amount of rain. 
With this solution we can take into account a peculiarity of the problem as 
it is presented by Jackson in [ 121. It says that when no rain has fallen in a day 
this amount may have not been recorded. This does not change any potential 
results, but, in order to simplify the counting process, it would be useful to 
make the program first add missing records. 
Characteristics of a boundary clash. There is a boundary clash within the 
specification of a program when the bounds of corresponding nested loops do 
not match, because the number of elements within each internal loop is not 
the same in the input and the output trees. 
Let Speco = (&,c3e,&Pe) be a specification, with 2, = (trz, V~,&qx) and 
O0 = (ao,Vo,&qo). Speco contains a boundary clash if: 
l there exist It, Z,, 13, X E VzUaz and regular expressions A and B on VzUor 
such that: 
I2 = A . I3 . B E &q=, 
13 = x* E &q=; 
since then, we have two nested loops in 10; 
l there exist Oi, 01,03, Y E Vo U NO and regular expressions C and D on 
VO U ‘~0 such that: 
0, = 0; E Eqo, 
02 = C .Os. D E Eqo, 
03 = Y” E Eqo; 
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since then, we have two nested loops in 00; 
l there is no solution satisfying Specc; 
l Ii + 0, must appear within the solution, in which 12 -+ 02 cannot appear; 
then I, --f Oi is said to be the critical problem. 
We must recall that there almost always exists a solution approximating the 
specification. The main interest in formalizing JSP’s original solution is that 
it gives us a general operation for parallelizing specifications-and programs, 
by the way. 
Moreover, in the Jackson-Hughes construction, the parallel solution seems 
automatizable and simpler as it does not require complex transformations. 
Example. In our example, nested loops are implicit in the output: 
I, = Input, 0, = Report, 
12 = Wbody, O1 = Mrec, 
I3 = Dhodv, 03 = A, 
X = Drec, 
A = Wrec, c = /I, 
B = 1.. D = Mno Mamt. 
Input + Report is the critical problem, and V’bodv + Mrec cannot appear in 
the solution. 
4.2. Series decomposition 
In order to formalize the solution of a boundary clash, we need a decom- 
position operation which splits a specification into a series of specifications, 
each representing a program to be computed in a series. 
4.2.1. Parallel decomposition of a specification 
In the basic case, we had a specification which has, as a solution, a rational 
transduction. Now, we want a composition of such transductions. Functional 
compositions between transductions seems to be a convenient background for 
that purpose. 
Composition of elementary transductions. Let a -, b and c -i d be two ele- 
mentary rational transductions: 
ifb=cthena+boc+d=a+d 
elsea-boc-d=QI 
We can extend this to sets of elementary transductions: 
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Decomposition of specifications. Thus, we can define a decomposition of a 
specification into two specifications of programs to be computed in a series: 
SPeco = (IO, 00, do, PO), 
specl = (ZO,RO,A,~I), 
Spec2 = (Ro, 00, A2, P2), 
and 720 verifies: 
( 1) aRo c (~“1~ u ~~~~)--the calculation is partially done within Specl, 
(2) A0 = “41 oA2, 
(3) P, = P, UP,. 
The intermediate data, Ro, needs to be carefully chosen. With the previous 
conditions, elementary operations are saved from the old specification to the 
new ones, and no problems occur from the splitting of operations. 
4.2.2. Boundary clash solution 
In the boundary clash case, the main problem is to 
intermediate data structure. Therefore, we will deduce 
specifications from the trees and the original alphabet. 
find a convenient 
alphabets for both 
Building ‘I?.+ Let Speco be a boundary clash specification fulfilling the condi- 
tions exposed in the characterization in Section 4.1. As we have to save letters 
of both trees, a convenient way of building R. is to take the input 10 or the 
output 00 = (no,Vo,Eqo), and eliminate the bounds in the nested loops. 
For instance, let Oi, 02,03, Y E (V, U a~) and let C and D be regular 
expressions on (VO U cy0 ) , 
0, = 0; E Eqo, 
9 = C .03. D E Eqo, 
03 = Y” E Equ, 
where 0, is the output of the critical problem. Then we replace the @-equation 
by @ = Y * . Such a transformation removes the previous boundary clash since 
the Y-items in R. can be read and written in any way we want. 
In our example, it is more convenient to modify the input in the same way 
yielding &,,o,,th. 
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New specifications. The new specifications are of the form (IO, 720, At, PI) 
and (Ro, (10, $12, P2) with: 
dt = {i --t o E dolo E a~~} U {i + iii E ctzo and i E ano}, 
d2 = {i -+ o E deli E a.~,,} U {o --f ala E QO,, and o E WQ,}, 
P, = P, = PO. 
As R. is built on elements of 20 and 00, with their intermediate variables, 
properties (interdictions and precedences) are still relevant for both specifica- 
tions as they allow to verify that we have effectively removed the clash. 
4.3. Ordering clash 
An ordering clash appears when elements of the output have to be sorted. 
Jackson’s method of merging trees nor our formalization with rational transduc- 
tions are suitable for developing sorting programs [ 111. Nevertheless, sorting 
algorithms are well known and sorting program databases are often available. 
Therefore, the JSP solution suggests to adapt an existing sorting program- 
or an existing algorithm [ 13]-and to develop the remainder with the JSP 
method. 
Thus, it is another application of our series decomposition. 
Example. Let us take again our example of a monthly report about rainfall. 
As a new change, we want the output to be sorted so that records of the most 
rainy months appear first. Typically the solution will be of the form: 
where: 
l P’ removes irrelevant records Wrec, 
l P” computes the monthly amount of rain, 
’ Minonth represents the stream Mmonrh, but arranged in amount order instead 
of date order. 
Characteristics of an ordering clash. Let Speco = (10, C?o,do,P~) be a spec- 
ification with 10 = (cyz, Vr,&qz) and c3 0 = (a~, Vo,Eqo). Speco contains an 
ordering clash if: 
l there exist Zo,Z, E (cyZ u VT) and Oe,O, E (~0 U V,), with 
IO = I; E Eq1, 0, = 0; E Eqo; 
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l lo --i 0, and Ii + 0, have to appear in the solution, but the order of the 
instances in II is not the same as that of the corresponding instances in 
01. 
Solution. In general, the treatment of Za + 00 will be split into three parts: 
l calculation of output elements for which the order is irrelevant (selection, 
etc. ), 
0 sorting, 
l calculation of output elements for which knowledge of the order is required 
(formatting, etc. ) . 
Input - P, 
El 
- unsorted data 
-----f Sort - sorted data - P2 
cl q - output 
In our example, P, contains a boundary clash and has already been split 
into P’ and P”. Moreover P2 is unnecessary as no further formatting is re- 
quired. 
5. Conclusion 
Formalization. Many of the initial objectives of this work are achieved. We 
followed the scheme for formalization given at the beginning and built the 
basis of a formal method from the ideas of an informal one. Following this 
method, we can prove the result of a development or, even better, generate 
algorithms proved by construction. Moreover, we can adapt the development 
to the problem, like in the clash situations where specific transformations are 
given. 
This model concerns mainly the building of a program satisfying a speci- 
fication. Transformations of such programs have been studied and modelled 
by Michel in [ 151. His model seems close enough to ours to apply its di- 
vision transformation to rational systems. A particular tactic could produce 
preferential systems suitable for such transformations (whose main control 
instruction-at the top of the tree-is a loop). 
Automatization is possible following the tactics presented-see the tool pre- 
sented in Section 3.1 [ 191. A more flexible tool could interactively ask the 
developer if an elementary problem is implementable. An environment allow- 
ing to handle such developments should have to ensure the continuity of the 
formal development sequence. Development tactics, as the one we present, can 
be implemented, but many other elements may affect the development. Thus, 
ideally, the environment should also provide means for generating development 
tactics suitable for a specific application. 
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Series decomposition. We see that splitting specifications is relevant for clash 
situations. Their characterization is still very informal as we essentially give 
syntactical conditions for the specifications which allow us to apply the trans- 
formation, but informal conditions for the applications which translate the 
method explanations. A full formalization of these situations would be pos- 
sible with a model of an application domain, but that is not in the scope 
of this paper. Nevertheless, we can sketch a list of situations where series 
decomposition seems suitable: 
l when reusing an existing program, like sorting in the ordering clash; 
l when no sequential solution is available, like in the structure clash; 
l when improving the efficiency when a net of processors is available; 
l when the intermediate results are needed for another treatment. 
In the last section we have presented a model for boundary and ordering 
clashes. Their main common characteristics are that 
(1) the general process for matching trees cannot be applied successfully, 
and 
(2) their resolution implies a sequential composition of programs. 
The last clash-the interleaving clash-appears when the treatment involves 
interleaving elementary ones. Thus, a formal delinition for this clash addresses 
a more complex model with the possibility of fully parallel programs like, for 
instance, a net of rational transductions. 
We hope that such work helps to better understand development processes 
and to better understand what it means to formalize a method. 
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